SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, FUTURE SCOPE, RECOMMENDATION & LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH WORK

1.1 SUMMARY
Most critical sentiment being can never be disassociated from lifestyle. Exceptional nearness is that non-material vitality which really associates with & deals with my life & each activity. In event that we assume that we need to leave world or go & sit on top or basically subscribe to set of religious emotions recalling last target to 'be huge', then there is something missing inside my impression of What significant sentiment being means.

Generally, as there are laws that supervise matter, so there are moreover noteworthy laws. law of karma, phenomenal law of circumstances & end results, illuminates me of my own dedication with respect to how I proceed & eventual outcome of my activities. valuation for soul & Supreme are moreover particularly pertinent & appropriate to my life. On major level & model of reality educated by Brahma Kumaris, there is mind blowing, surprising information that can be centered around & attempted inside & out that truly matters.

Most huge sentiment being enhances importance of religion. In brief moment word religion plans to join back soul to Supreme Soul - Fountainhead of all life. It drives us to way set around Creator himself & is not man-made.

To join together or to re-interface' soul with Supreme is motivation driving most critical sentiment being & intertwines comprehension of soul & Supreme at more huge level. With that understanding when we perform karma, this prompts values-based activities. So, significant sentiment being prompts viably interfacing values in activities:

word "religion" begins from Latin religion, which is usually deciphered as "obligation" or "bond," & Oxford English Dictionary (OED) has it that religion addresses "human attestation of super human controlling force, & particularly of individual God or impeccable animals fit bill for consistence & veneration.

Brahma Kumaris are rehearsing "religion" in affirmed definition & bringing it into reality by phenomenal means by perceiving self through duty of noteworthy party with God. We watch that every single critical religion of world attempt to create complete estimations of peace & affection. In such way, it is enchanting to note recorded assertions to set up actuality that all religions & ministers have seen critical qualities. Mahatma Gandhi has passed on his perspectives:
fundamental religions, Buddhism, Jainism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism have all in their own particular route attempted to recognize extraordinary supernatural occurrence in & through association of man. Every one of these religions of World go for working up peace & participation. They all underline regard for mankind. There are separations among them no doubt, however these capabilities are shallow ones. separations are just in reasons for interest. In any case, there is crucial solidarity in each one of them. We may call it solidarity in complexities. Every one of these religions show us change of truth, affection, particular feeling, accommodating perspective & shared significant admiration.

It might be in like way colossal to express that at this same time, exploratory & mechanical degrees of progress have vanquished space. However, science has extended space amongst soul & Supreme by convincing most noteworthy sentiment being. Have this reliable movement gotten huge resistance human life? Is there concordance & peace in world today? time has come when science is at last adjusting for lost time with significant sentiment being:

reason is that veritable peace & kind disposition can be created on reason of extraordinary quality. Exceptional unification, essentially, is major for peace & quietness. solicitation may again ascend here: What is gathered by effective bothered? dynamic soul, of which Gandhiji was thought to be picture, has been bestowed in two courses, segment, in light of present circumstances, & separation in association. All work ought to be done in soul of allotment & commitment. work ought to be offered as duty to soul of truth. Basically, by noteworthy uprising he surmised radical change in man's perspective."

main problem still stays unanswered: How may this have ability to huge change be proficient'? Brahma Kumaris' Spiritual Divine conformities, "Murlis", offer response to this solicitation. It has been said that "Noteworthy stiring is must in human life like whatever else." According to present time "force of most huge sentiment being" is imperative for stiring. In any case, in what farthest point can unprecedented power be found out about nearness. It doesn't happen just by knowing importance of most critical sentiment being. Definitions are colossal as they illuminate meaning. By clearing up term, it develops our confirmation of thought. Brahma Kumaris' "Sakar & Avyakt Murlis" give force of practice near to definition. Noteworthy force is not outside but rather interior force of soul. force can be improved just through wellspring of critical force — Supreme Soul. Murli of 13.12.92 presents substance of "Extraordinary Power":

What is Spiritual Consciousness through which you can without considerable measure of stretch this lifted life? Consider this additionally, in light of way that as indicated by manner of world, this point is inconceivably crucial. Consequently, you yourselves must experience this through Spiritual Consciousness (Raja Yoga) furthermore find opportunity to be instruments to give this experience. Together with your discussion, you should in like way without doubt to produce discuss significant change.

capable prominence of Murli is that Baba, Spiritual Father is especially tending to His Spiritual Children. utilization of words Spiritual Father & Spiritual Children is utilized as bit of Murlis & makes experience of worshiping examination of father to his dear adolescents. This experience is not taught experience. On other hand, same religious originator or noteworthy pioneers have conveyed these words, these superb enunciations of "Remarkable Almighty Authority". It is phenomenal occasion to watch divine exchange, talk between Supreme God, when He is talking & looking force of His noteworthy kids. This word makes uncommon affirmation & assurance as guideline need of gathering of spectators that "noteworthy power beginning now exists in soul & every heavenly youthful has finish right to blend that force from association with God, who is Supreme Source of Spiritual Power.

One of exceptional segments of Murli is that it never mulls over negative parts of human souls. We as rule comprehend that imperfections & deficiency are part & stack of human souls. God's knows these deficiencies yet verbalizations of Murli dependably perceive & maintain inner characteristics of soul. dynamic procedure for Divine Murli is that it begins & closes with huge gift, lifted sound & capable reactions for existing issues. From above presentation of "uncommon power" from Murli, there is significance of force of significant sentiment being & in addition game plan of standard "critical care".

Noteworthy Father blends remarkable quality by intense backings:

- World supporters
- Fragrance of significant sentiment being
- embodiment of fulfillment
- Spiritual Children
- sparkle of constant
- celestial noteworthy force
- Elevated Souls
• Great Bestowed of adoration, significant admiration, benevolence & co-operation
• Sweet kids

Such explanations of Almighty God tending to his Divine youngsters have goliath essentialness to change brains of individuals since he himself is watching customary, wearisome characteristics of soul no person. Today at time of emergency of qualities & most critical sentiment being, certain force of such words can recoup injuries of soul. Each & every Murli covers plan of subjects concerning most critical sentiment being & values. Dependably listening & investigating Murli gives force of advancement through direct explanations of God. Murli endorses that close-by courses of action, huge mindfulness can be made. Essentially through "Raj yoga" can power be made altogether. One needs to experience this force & find opportunity to be instruments to give this experience to others. It is life sharing commitment as to production of better world. Murli is "Fortune Chest of Blessings". Reliably the’ Supreme God (Shiv Baba) showers pearls of reverence & astuteness, drawn from Ocean of Knowledge onto kids. It is likewise wonderful substance from these pearls from Ocean in like way makes shimmer so mind blowing that they go about as genuine gifts.

Using only speculation to portray huge opinion being may be troublesome. Accurately when definition is connected with practice, it observes chance to be less requesting to get it. Developed work completed from portray word religion, pros have made few tries to delineate most tremendous assessment being, one which is most speaking to recognize is that word exceptional is made of "Soul" which recommends "Soul". In Hindi vernacular, this word is called "Adhyatam" which sounds like "Atam" which other than infers "Soul". One needs to appear after examination of Candians in moving of "Soul" or 'Soul':

"Soul" remains in general sense for significance, whether physical or mental. individuals of old, who did not share our dualistic capacity amongst body & soul, would have been content with this. word soul begins from Latin spiritus meaning breath, & is depicted by OED as invigorating or pivotal standard of person, which association with felt that God took in soul of life into Adam, first man ("inspiration," which proposes sudden blend of creative bits of knowledge, starts from same Latin word). Upanishads or Secret Teachings, formed some spot around 600 & 200 BCE & among most regarded Hindu works (Goodall, 1996), make no genuine refinement amongst breath & soul, outlining past in much way that we may delineate last said, to be particular as "life for everything favored" & as "inside character," unmanliest. Breath for researchers of these
pieces is indrawing of unmanliest into show up, which without limit amongst breath & Spirit proposes that last is managing basic keeping up human nearness, reality behind appearances, reality that is not kept by body & that surrenders it at death to return whence it came, fundamentally as out breath appears to return to nonmaterial estimation. Along these lines both in standard & religious sense "soul" at first construed drive that bound together unnoticeable & seen estimations. Notwithstanding, religions now treat term more scarcely, generally unraveling it as importance essentially everlasting, nonphysical piece of ourselves. Most critical conclusion being hence addresses trust in this nonmaterial estimation, estimation seen as attacking physical world & making specific levels of being gotten to in mysterious experience & in closeness in wake of death. It further endorses that men & women are more than their physical bodies, & that human life goes on monstrosity & should be lived by significance. This proposition is sustained by divulgences of national examination of adult Canadians (Bibby, 1995) that revealed 52 percent of people saw or with more wide longing for wholeness or solidarity with human soul or soul. A national audit of adult Canadians (Bibby 1995) revealed that 52 percent of people saw "gigantic necessities". This study is basic in sense that it exhibits that in India & besides in various parts of world, people have started mixing towards considered soul or soul, & welcome it as their "huge need". It is furthermore central to note that examination of 1995 study with present, study demonstrates that rate of affirmation of soul has extended. Brahma Kumaris World excellent school has driven distinctive studies on huge feeling being with various master social gatherings & has found enthralling results. One of principal reasons that study showed rate increase in keenness concerning noteworthy assessment being among study get-together is that world is experiencing boundless issues & not well arranged circumstances individual, interpersonal & around world. present crisis is in general sense crisis of qualities & most paramount opinion being which prompts crisis in various locales too. Brahma Kumaris making & lessons focus on answers for these crises, in sense that it is pointed firstly at making data of thought. Knowing self is foundation of most paramount assessment being: This valuation for most basic conclusion being is one that keeps running with opening of third eye of information called "Soul" or "Soul". It is qualified to note that relationship of traits & extraordinary closeness as interconnected & related. establishment of characteristics is "fit
proximity" & it is trademark result when critical estimation being is deciphered into exercises. Most basic notion being influences opportunity to be fit when it is connected in standard considerations. It moreover requires every day, sharpen, study & in like way getting truly of others:

Noteworthy slant being is more useful science than unnecessary hypothetical paper. different superb messages of different religions of world outfit us with speculative perspective nobody regardless & can't give us certain experience of reality in examination focus of human body. Plans like Vedas, Upanishads, Avesta of Zoroastrians, Tripatakas of Buddhists, Gospels, Quran, Adi Granth, Triratanas of] aims, & other affirmed made work & extra legitimate works, with them explores, etc., medieval & current (Mahabhasyas, Angas & Upangas, et cetera.), all may point Way however have no criticalness to take us there ...... In nutshell "Critical notion being' substance itself just with "Self-Realization" & "God-Realization". It has, consequently, nothing to do with systematized religions or religiosity, outward show up of religion that we generally make nowadays.

In midst of International Conference on "Immense Wisdom for Value Based Society 6-7 November, 2004 at Annamalinagar, which was normally made by spot for Yoga focuses on, Annamali University & Education wing of Raja Yoga Education & Research Foundation of Brahma Kumaris, sees on "Huge conclusion being — new Revolution were acted like:

Nature's centrality once depicted as Garden of Eden has had ability to be Paradise Lost, wild of thorns. Destroy & mishandle by humankind has depleted nature. Her roses are 'in not very removed past growing however without smell, her waters are spilling undrinkable & her common things made without taste. Stress brings decay. bits of nature drive forward to point where they can no more adjust to their abuse. Her brains blow tempests & ocean tropical storms, oceans & channels are flooding lands & dirtied air is bringing on turmoil & passing.

It is apparent truth that religion has key impact on human personality. Near religion, race, tongue, nationality, society, parentage with which lone detaches himself or herself has fantastic bearing on his/her character, thoughts, points of view, quality, personality & considering. These are as significant part of time as would be sensible edification behind such broad number of reasonable dialog in this world. So, it is basic to perceive spellbinding religion & society of humankind.
Reviewing picking goal to light up advancement of this world & to address world upgrades, this world is secluded & tree which might be called 'Genealogical Tree of humankind'. It is for most part called kalpa tree since it delineates history of entire kalpa (one full cycle of all times), starting mid-period & end of all religion-political lines of world.

In starting, portrayed by trunk, there was one & just religion, which is religion of divinities, & there was one & just association, called sun line. There was god power, which set in vogue each sensible custom & traditions. masses were, similar to their rulers, horrendous liking less & had divine qualities. Since they did alluring perspective was incredibly under their control. There was no mercilessness of nature, neither tired accomplishment nor need of cash or sustenance. All parts were immaculate & bewildering & accordingly being instruments of satisfaction. Since there was done faultlessness, peace & succeeding in that Age, masters & rulers & their respectable subjects are appeared with nature of light around them. They were called divine creatures since they were truly regarded, generally sensible & instinctually striking & negative conduct layout less. There was such enormous shared respect & love in those days that it is said of age in which lion & goat together drank from same stream. There were boundless riches. Since individuals in that Age drove voiceless lives, they lived long & there was no event of unforeseen passing. They ardently surrendered body when they had finished progress. By day's end, passing never laid its hand on them.

In Golden age souls were done in all regards. In silver age, there was slight diminishment in prominent qualities. In any case, & still, around day's end there was power of complete peace & fulfillment.

Copper age takes after Silver Age. In barely second, souls, who had transmigrated through couple lives, watch opportunity to be body-cautious. indecencies like harming, amaze, avidness, affiliation & inner voice cast their shadows on them. besides, they had thusly tumbled from condition of wonderfulness & regard & watch opportunity to be terrible & unworthy, as they unresponsiveness their genuine selves & broke with faultlessness, trademark laws came to be manhandled. Unquestionably, even nature strayed from her standard course, having in like way ask unto hurt them, paying little identity to way that unnoticeably. It is in this age unmistakable religions were conveyed. amazing assorted feeling started seeming like branches moving nearer from World-Tree. Abraham set up Judaism; Buddhism was set up by Buddha; Jesus Christ set up Christianity; Shankaracharya made class of free thinkers & contemplative people; Mohammed
Prophet set up Muslim religion. Past god religion came to be known as Hindu religion since they lost their godhood or awe-inspiring nature in them. Masses other than escalated broadly. While in starting, everything was one, now there are differing religions, unmistakable kingdoms, vernaculars, social requesting & affiliations. Therefore, made shared strife, divisions & disunity & this condition proceeded.

In Iron Age that takes after Copper-Age, issues, limit of perspectives & verbal meeting start to increment. Souls in this age are over-controlled by indecencies & shadowiness of carelessness. They prompt chance to amaze & befoul. There is all around yield of judicious examination in light of religious, commonplace & significant other capacity. Ladies are treated with one of kind hatred. Nature persuades chance to be instrumental in appalling position man. Clutter, torment, position, startling passing, end suddenly, et cetera., harrowed humankind.

When all religions finish their scarcest level, & all individuals, men & ladies instigate chance to be poisonous, there is seriousness & tumult. This is period of foul play & irreligion. Individuals are given to mixing delights; they secure wickedness qualities, made to perceive butcher on score of contrasts in vernaculars, sees, authoritative issues, feelings, positions & states. Interfacing with among countries sees extraordinary pulverization of world. As opposed to carrying on like family, individuals look upon each changed considering all things incalculable creatures and, in this way, they manage each unmistakable as enemies. Being guided absolutely by suppositions of nepotism, debasement, disobedience, radicalism, association, contaminated & pay off they yearning to lay their hands-on others' having spot by any frameworks. Individuals dispose of all evaluations of common warmth & battle like malice homes.

What will happen next?

World won't go on like this time everlasting. Some individual needs to put end to every one of these shades of poison. All things considered condition of world will be huge. This try is far away of any individual & make Almighty God can set up proceeding on peace on earth. Ethereal God Shiva slips in social event of standard individual, names him Prajapita Brahma, & through him, gives Godly Knowledge & shows focal Raja Yoga. He exhibits course by which anybody can wind up being totally negative conduct arrange less & all around not all that terrible. Along these lines, God channels individuals of old, blasphemer world & transmutes them into submitted ones, making Golden Age over yet again.

By far most of driving gathering foundations of world spot stock in "Paradise".
Why was Paradise lost? It happened when we lost our trademark nature of affection, peace & fulfillment. This lost property of our inside nature of soul has conflictingly impacted outer areas of mother earth. In paradise, heaven or Satyug, Soul was unadulterated, perfect & reasonable. There was perfect objectives & assent in nature itself. This age was beginning of recorded history of our past upright state. ability to perform moral exercises genuinely has been losing ground powerfully. It is at this moment in history that sales to increment back lost paradise begins. What we are today is not our striking or asserted nature. It is secured second nature & it moves out of stun, association, avaricious, assessment self & negative body care. So, from days of sensational time of congeniality & peace, it has swung to night & nature of souls is missing mark. thought is that self-lost its huge feeling being.

Brahma Kumaris' made work & lessons excitedly progresses ides of Satyug & New Kingdom It clears up prime reasons of "Paradise Lost" & besides how Paradise can be recovered.

This section of presented thesis discusses significant conclusions & recommendations derived from proposed research work. conclusions derived from empirical study & analysis for assessing various motivational factors encouraging people to go for Raj Yoga meditation are discussed in this section. Later, some of key recommendations have been presented in this chapter.

This is matter of reality that all-powerful god has given life to every person to lead satisfying, symphonious, quiet life & spend encouraged life range by urging each other to have better & better life. On opposite, in present day situation, where day starts with certain worldwide news of dread, sorrow & wrongdoing widespread acknowledgment of genuine wishes appears getting obscured. To maintain that all-powerful wishes & intention to make human, there are some blessed soul crosswise over human development which plan to streamline human social & behavioral slant towards tranquil & heartfelt life enhanced with genuine virtuous information & symphonious intension. There are various associations that are trying & devoting heavenly power gave by god-like god to accomplish these goals & Brahma Kumaris International otherworldly association is one of them. On other hand, investigating past & Vedas, it can be found that there were sure practices that supported this world bound together, satisfying, serene & inside & in addition remotely prosperous, & most likely Yoga was one of those practices & endowments for present day human culture that includes beam of home towards better human progress. In this proposition, these key perspectives have been investigated & individual motivational elements have been inspected. All more definitely expressing, in this theory Raj
Yoga contemplation & its points of interest for human culture has been investigated & separate motivational elements have been surveyed. These motivational variables have been asked whether they truly have sway on urging individuals to join Brahma Kumaris Raj Yoga reflection (BKRM) hones.

Presenting Brahma Kumaris, it can be advised that being worldwide profound situated organization, prime center of Brahma Kumaris is to spread genuine virtuous learning & practices to get associated & get otherworldly power from all-powerful god. Truth be told, Brahma Kumaris expects to persuade individuals to perform blessed & caring practices, Yoga & Asaanas, & different other society situated heavenly endeavors to empower individuals acknowledging otherworldly power & tranquil & gainful life to achieve inevitable human objective characterized by god-like god. life at Brahma Kumaris can be described by routine of style of soul ownership that has dependably been all more profoundly obliged to hones among imperial first class for communing with sovereign sanctuary gods in their region than with more unconstrained provincial practices that offer voice to underclass or miserable. Also, Brahma Kumaris demand that God whom they channel is same God whom every other religion revere all through world. This sort of universalistic case is not unprecedented among Hindu groups, but rather Brahma Kumaris are uncommon seeing that they immovably dismiss polytheism, henotheism, polytheism, & every other comprehension of God around world, demanding rather on solid type of monotheism wherein stand out God has ever existed.

hindrance of common contemplations & memory or reiteration of musings of iridescent self is accomplished by coordinating stream of considerations towards god i.e. preeminent soul in his incomparable adobe or Paramdham which is universe of perfect light. In this sense, this reflection is withdrawal or inversion of one's cognizance, from body & its reality to soul & its quiet world, or from dull paths of negative musings on splendid way of examination on god. Raj-Yoga contemplation may in this manner, be characterized as restrained activity of mindfulness, using such procedures as inventively considering, naturally seeing & noiselessly thinking about & concentrating mystical truths of self & god which lead to cognizance & acknowledgment of subject. This practice includes turning of one's psyche & stream of his affection in heading of god, giving him hot-connection to speak with him.

Raj yoga Meditation is path for acknowledgment of genuine personality of self & for encountering it. It helps individual to know truth about genuine nature of brain or self. Raj Yoga
empowers individual to pull back from contemplations of body & material world for while. theory of Raj yoga empowers member to center personality on powerful self & connection itself love fully to incomparable soul who is light, ecstasy, peace, love & may represented in type of splendid & brilliant point. Raj Yoga contemplation is reviving, empowering, unwinding, consoling & stiring. Raj Yoga makes soul progressively mindful of its heavenly root, divine fate & awesome serene genuine nature. Raj Yoga has various social significances that aides in creating profound methodology towards others & made state of mind of Universal Brotherhood in hopeful of Yoga.

Brahma Kumaris (BK) association has been driving & giving profound preparing & convenience crosswise over world since long time & step by step it’s all inclusive adequacy has been expanding exponentially. dominating reason of such extension & acknowledgment is heavenly practices, for example, Raj Yoga contemplation & various serene group situated activities. In such circumstances, it gets to be unavoidable to evaluate those motivational elements which urge individuals to join BK.

In this postulation, with inspiration & intension to investigate different motivational variables which urges individuals to join Brahma Kumaris International headquartier, Mount Abu, Rajasthan (India), observational study & examination has been finished. proposed research has planned to investigate & examination observationally & diagnostically key motivational components & develops which do impacts individuals to join BKRM. In this postulation, fundamentally four speculations reflecting demographic develops to have sway on spurring individuals to join BKRM, push towards genuine otherworldly method for life as inspiration to join BKRM & getting to be Raj yogis, mental, physiological & profound builds as motivational components to join BKRM & novel life society, environment & blessed practices at Brahma Kumaris World's profound focus at Mount Abu as motivational variables, have been inspected however observational study & explanatory examination worldview.

Considering present study, it can be found that larger part of lovers at BKRM are male. It can be effectively construed here that evolving socio-social conditions, stress level & physical-mental hassles in calling & in addition in socio-individual life has assumed noteworthy part in persuading individuals to join Raj Yoga reflection. On other hand, factual results express that larger part of enthusiasts are unmarried, which fundamentally demonstrates individual push towards virtuous learning, profound force & fondness. Doubtlessly, in certain contracted
recognition dominant part of unmarried individuals at BK shows ideal otherworldly environment where individual incline toward serving society & its prosperity by virtuous learning, inspiration & genuine feelings of serenity, which are key fixings to keep society associated & quiet.

This exploration has uncovered that proclivity towards profound forces, virtuous information, genuine feelings of serenity & agreement, adjusted & stretch free life, dependable & esteem based or enhanced (Sanskrit) way of life, & inward achievement fulfillment rouses individuals to go for Raj Yoga contemplation. Considering demographic develops, for example, age, freshly express that as age expands human means to show signs of improvement lifestyle, which can make & empower it to be far from common creatures & self-driven practices. With push to investigate need of self-less, committed life & quiet living society & so on propel individuals to slant towards BKRM. In some other path, increment in anxiety level, physical inconveniences & related metal flimsiness too propels individuals to join BKRM.

In present day circumstances, various inner & in addition outside fights are being forced by name of religion & related practices & standards. These certainties show that there can be immediate relationship between religion & particular inclinations towards certain association, whether it is for novel causes. To investigate this reality, this theory has examined religion based examination, & it was watched that being universal profound association with rationale to keep up & advance concordance & peace, it has been found that most noteworthy tally of Hindus at BK rehearsing blessed BKRM, favors peace & amicability crosswise over human progress. devotion towards serene & profound life demonstrates their intention to rouse individuals to accomplish heavenly power & genuine learning somewhat battling for common creatures & mortal transient points of interest. Furthermore, there are various demographic variables, for example, climate & otherworldly environment, blessed practices & so on which do have awesome criticalness on urging individuals to join BKRM at BK headquarter, Mount Abu, Rajasthan.

experimental study & explanatory results uncover that otherworldly practices, mood, relationship between Raja yoga meditation at Brahma Kumaris (BKRM) & virtuous relationship or individual push to commit towards heavenly power persuade individuals to join Raj Yoga contemplation at BK HQ, Mount Abu. look into likewise uncovered that commitment towards serving society through psyche, eagerness to watch virtuous association with heavenly power do have sway on urging individuals to take after Raj Yoga at BK. Moreover, considers like soul & god awareness, love, peace, rapture, self-change, bad habit less & conscience less stage inspirational mentality,
poise & identity building, & enthusiasm towards getting divine ideals & force & so forth propel individuals to take after Raj Yoga reflection. This examination has likewise uncovered that honing BKRM can soak up & advance inspirational states of mind, positive considerations, time administrations, fearlessness, relational abilities & so on, which can be of extraordinary hugeness to empower better way of life & consequent accomplishment.

In existing writings, analysts have found that Raj Yoga contemplation can be noteworthy for lightening mental scatters, mental anxiety & physical sickness. With enthuse to investigate these components, in this proposition, these builds have been investigated & it has been found that BKRM can be of incredible noteworthiness for curing different mental issues like hypochondriac ailment & various maladies, for example, hypertension, Insomnia, misery & so on. Besides, it has been found that BKRM assists for managing different mental, physiological & mental issues, for example, pressure, anxiety, dread & different negativities. These all elements spur individuals to join Raj Yoga at Brahma Kumaris International home office, Mount Abu, Rajasthan, India.
1.2 Conclusion:
Considering key builds, for example, living style, profound environment, arrangement towards peace & socio-mental fulfillment, otherworldly practices persuade individuals to practice Raj Yoga reflection at Brahma Kumaris. This postulation uncovered that novel society, otherworldly practices, for example, Murli & Amritwela, profound environment spur individuals to join Raj Yoga Meditation at Brahma Kumaris, Mount Abu. What's more, there are various exercises, for example, research, medicinal services research & improvement, addresses, preparing hones, meetings which propels individuals to get connected with BKRM & practice Raj Yoga contemplation. individual investigative & explorative examination endeavors have uncovered that individuals at Mount Abu are totally devoted & serving humankind with no separation each of 365 days' year. Such commitment confirms solid bond between individuals & practices, environment & profound fondness at BK head quarter Mount Abu. In this way, watching general reactions & particular significances, it can be insisted that novel life society, environment & blessed practices at Brahma Kumaris World's otherworldly focus (International headquarter) at Mount Abu, Rajasthan inspires individuals to get connected with it.
In this way, mulling over of previously mentioned variables & their particular significances, it can be found that push towards look for genuine profound method forever inspires individuals to end up Raj yogis with Brahma Kumaris. Likewise, mental, physiological & profound elements are there that urges individuals to take after BKRM. Moreover, novel life society, environment & heavenly practices at Brahma Kumaris, Mount Abu has critical effect on spurring individuals to join Brahma Kumaris universal central station at Mount Abu to practice Raj Yoga contemplation.

1.3 Recommendation
There is requirement for reclamation & reconstruction of human qualities through writing & by other imperative method for training. Unless there is reorientation in our exploratory study, writing & training by giving equivalent accentuation on otherworldly development & it's by results of human qualities, there is little seek after humankind to survive progress without qualities. There is parcel of agony in world & all individuals must attempt joined & converted endeavors to change things for better. Nobody can propel other to wind up better individual yet everyone can "absolutely" try genuine endeavors to change self so that everyone exclusively turns out to be better. Individual arousing & change can be wellspring of motivation for others to
change. strategy for improving world spot is to get change states of mind & to embrace moral, social & profound qualities since quite bit of anguish is because of absence of these. Mulling over of different parts of Raj Yoga reflection & key components of Brahma Kumaris, it can be found that Brahma Kumari's Raj Yoga contemplation can be of crucial importance for individuals to accomplish consequent destinations of human life. Considering late advancement & devastative endeavors being made crosswise over world, thought & advancement of Raj Yoga reflection can be useful to lighten real negative develops & indecencies. Considering adequacy of Raj Yoga reflection, it can be prescribed to be performed crosswise over worldwide social orders in order to soak up inspirational mentalities, quiet environment, agreement, self & god awareness & genuine virtuous learning recovery. Moreover, it can be viable for individuals having place from various expert & socio-temperate foundation to accomplish positive vitality & soul to do valuable acts while guaranteeing tranquil & productive society. high pace ascends in wrongdoing crosswise over world has constrained positive scholars to present certain positive practices to keep up tranquil & amicable worldwide society as town, & so as to accomplish these destinations propelling adolescents or society individuals towards positive however & disposition is of awesome essentialness. Keeping in mind end goal to meet these necessities, Raj Yoga contemplation can be of incredible hugeness.

This is matter of reality that Raj Yoga reflection at Brahma Kumaris has empowered individuals to perform extreme otherworldly energy to accomplish inspirational dispositions, mental, physiological & psychological soundness & energy & in this way its practices ought to be advanced crosswise over globe & ought to be coordinated with different open or private foundations & organizations to spur individuals towards BKRM. Fortifying fabric of religious conviction & individual practices & further coordinating Raj Yoga with day by day life can be insurgency towards making world tranquil & prosperous as far as genuine gifts, symphonious life, self-regulation & genuine virtuous learning accomplishments.
1.4 FUTURE SCOPE OF RESEARCH
This quantitative/analytical research focuses on responses retrieved from BKRM practitioners to explore various factors that motivate people to learn Raja Yoga at BKs International world headquarters situated at Mount Abu, Rajasthan area. **research could be further expanded to broader horizon.**

The research performed with sample size of 500 respondents at BK International HQ, Rajasthan, Mount Abu. The sample size & geographical area of research **might be increased to get better research depth analysis.**

This research work considers case study of motivational factors for Raja Yoga meditation of Brahma Kumaris world spiritual university at International HQ, Rajasthan, Mount Abu. **Hence, there is future scope to study motivational factors of other meditation practices & techniques.**

1.5 RESEARCH LIMITATION & DELIMITATION
This research work considers case study of motivational factors for Raja Yoga meditation of Brahma Kumaris world spiritual university at International HQ, Rajasthan, Mount Abu & research **doesn’t consider Raja Yoga meditation practices & techniques of other organizations/Institutions in India** such as “Art of Living” by Shri Ravisankar, “Patanjali Ashram” by Yoga Guru Ramdev, Sahaj Marg Rajayoga meditation by Saint Patanjali etc.

Apart from Raja yoga meditation techniques, lot many other meditation techniques were taught by different institutions across India. This research work is focused only on Raja Yoga meditation of Brahma Kumaris world spiritual university at International HQ, Rajasthan, Mount Abu & doesn’t consider any other types of meditation practices & techniques.